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Ed'S  
lEttEr

Day Unknown, 
for the time being 
future unknown, 
as the Pandemic 
sweeps around 
the globe. The 
committee took a 
decision to keep 
our electronic 
magazine going 
while we all take 
a break thanks 
to our countries 

leaders. Watch-
ing the world from 
the safety of my 
armchair what I 
have observed 
is how resource-
ful and talented 
we all are. Take 
something away 
from us, well  we 
have found the 
ingredients neces-
sary added google  

water in some 
cases and creativ-
ity and voila. Craft 
cider, beer, cakes, 
masks you name 
it. While the Gents 
well some of us 
have taken the 
time to contem-
plate the idea of 
riding again, the 
ladies have been 
keeping us all fed 

so this month has 
a definate flavour 
to it. Looking for-
ward to breaking 
curfew and join-
ing you all on the 
road again, one 
day at a time, stay 
healthy. 

Stephen
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Membership fees must be paid 
before you qualify as a Probationary 
Member.
Probationary Members will be 
introduced at the next applicable 
club meeting, having provided a 
head and shoulder picture for the 
magazine as well as the 
probationary wall, where it will be 
displayed  for the entire probationary 
period.

ALL PROBATIONARY MEMBERS  
must thereafter complete  
the following:

• 2 Club Events, 
• 2 Schedules Club Rides and
• One Overnighter.

Please ensure that your 
Probationary Members card is 
updated with your completed  
activities as this will be submitted to 
the committee at the approvals 
review.
Once approved, you will be 
announced as a Full Member at the 
next club meeting where you will be 
awarded your  
Club Colors. 
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lIfE lESSoNS..........
She had hit rock bottom,the colledge football jock she had married turned out 
to be a real piece of work and had bancrupted them. She still had her carrer but 
was struggling to hold on under the pressure. How did the valedictorian perfect 
girl get to this. She downed another straight whiskey and looked for her phone. 
It was gone, shit what now. This artistic looking guy was looking her way and 
offered his help. Just need to call a taxi and seem to have lost my phone… No 
problem and he offered her his. This was not like anything she had seen an no 
brand name visible. She asked what was this, unsure of how to make a call. Ex-
pecting her confusion he pressed the corner of the screen and said, it’s done. 
But you didn’t even speak. Don’t worry, it will be here soon and I’ll get a I’m 
here message. Where did you get this she said handing it back. I design things 
and then sell them to the highest bidder he casually remarked… but did not 
venture further with the converstation. Not long and he said it’s outside… but 
then she realised her small purse was gone too… oh no how am I going to pay 
for this… well he said steading her as they walked outside. I can pay for it or I 
can take you home… she felt hopless and simply said thank you. Once inside 
his car she had the smell of new leather and remarked is this a new model.. I’ve 
not seen this yet. Got it an hour ago he remarked and silently drove her home… 
helping her in he placed her on the couch and exited silently… She woke up to 
see a new phone and a card with the name Len Ansorge and the number. She 
called and broke down. Sorry I don’t know where to turn I’m in such a mess. 
Yes I saw that… I’ve checked your emails, the odd post and eveen been into 



lIfE lESSoNS...........
your bank account… all is sorted, I’ve not sto-
len anything please understand. Fast forward 
five years and she was happier than ever… 
this was what life was supposed to be! One 
Saturday afternoon looking for spare washing 
powder she came across a odd box not seen 
before. Opening she found her old purse and 
phone as well as photos of her as a young girl 
with the boy next door… Lennard the nerd-
ish computer geek. She remembered… A 
long and hard think resulted in a call to an old 
friend who owed her a favour… get here and 
bring the costumes was all she said. So it was 
that, Len opened his front door to be faced 
by two Catwomen with whips. He dropped his 
small carry case… you have been good to me 
and I want to continue but first we are going to 
teach you a lesson.

Rod Carr



bIKING ANd bAKING 
Once upon a lockdown, our accurate 
refrain that we are 'a social drinking club 
with a biking problem', fell apart - no 
socialising and no biking. Its an existential 
threat bigger than anything we've faced 
before. 
But some innovative members bandied 
together to face this threat head on. It 
started with three go-getter, hard work-
ing, life of the party kind of women, 
who refused to waste eggs and sugar 
on a simple drinking challenge. Oh no! 
There are cakes to bake! And we are on 
lockdown rationing protocols. Besides, 
we can drink the shot regardless, whilst 
holding the mixer.
Biking swiftly became Baking.
Each with their own twists and flairs, 
these are not women that are known for 
their conformity. These are fiery, indepen-
dent, passionate beings that share a love 
of food and of feeding. It’s not-so-secretly 
how we show our love and passion.
Unlike biking, baking is different. It’s sci-
ence (yawn). Our extended baking buddy 
solidarity has now instrumented further 
bonds among our Club members that will 
not be broken.

How did this come to pass? How did this 
culinary road-trip start? 
It began with a zingy, zesty lemon yoghurt 
drizzle tea cake that Jenine Koen quickly 
knocked together before work one day.
This is normal? Knocking together a cake 
before the daily grind kicks in? Apparently 
so...
With dwindling gin supplies, what was I to 
do with my excess of lemons anyway?
Also, this was my chance to be mentored 
by a proper Queen of Koek! Jenine has 
been a Master Baker for years, she has 
produced some incredible confection-
ery creations and with each Facebook 
post my baking passion fires have been 
stoked, from one tiny glowing ember that 
remained after I lost my Patisserie on 
Kloof Street all those years ago, ever so 
slightly, coaxingly, into the roar I feel now, 
yet again.
My previously failed 4am to 11pm con-
fectionery career, long forgotten, had not 
been guided by a Baking Goddess, and I 
had given up creating anything, besides 
for very special occasions - call it “fear of 
failure” rearing it’s ugly head - Jenine’s 
lemon koek presented a chance to slay 
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this monster.
Sharon Malan was also inspired! She’s 
ventured into the shallow waters of the 
baking ocean before and claims that she 
fails due to working too quickly and prefer-
ring to go with her gut than sticking to the 
science. A typical biker worldview. 
For me, with Sharon on board, it meant a 
new insight into a foodie world I’d not yet 
discovered. But had desperately yearned 
after.
If you follow Sharon on the Book of Face, 
you’ll be forgiven for thinking that you are 
following an internationally acclaimed 
travel and foodie blog, written by a Mi-
chelin starred Chef cross Champagne 
Connoisseur Hybrid. What you will 
experience is a perfect mix of self-made 
incredibly delicious dishes of passion-
ate expression and carefully considered 
opinion pieces on pairings and epic food 
experiences, all balanced with constant 
bursts of Bubbly. 
She openly claims she’s not a Baker.
She is correct. That would fall to Brad and 
our fellow Bubbly Queen Heloise. More on 
that later...
Sharon was first to conquer Jenine’s 

Lemon Drizz. Of course she added her 
signature touch by thyme infusing the 
Lemon Drizzle icing!
That very day, recipe requests flooded in. 
This was contagious. 
It was going to go viral. And in this spirit, 
the next challenge was set.
BANANA BREAD. 
Jenine was first out of the gates again. 
Her flair being the chemistry created with a 
cream cheese icing 🤤
I still had not found the time to even ex-
ecute my lemon drizzle! And I still had to 
plan a ninja reccie for bananas then wait 
for them to over-ripen. 
Thankfully, Sharon was in the same situa-
tion. So there was the illusion of time. 
Falling behind these two women is simply 
not an option for me. They are fueled with 
a palpable passion and don’t waste a 
single minute of their days, lockdown or 
not. 
My lemon drizzle execution day arrived. 
Apparently it is a flop proof recipe. Being 
in lockdown with five men who want cake 
and will inhale whatever sugary smoosh 
they are issued with huge gratitude, my ‘let 
them eat cake’ attitude was kick started.
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It was a hit! Obviously. It really didn’t mat-
ter that it was slightly underbaked. These 
lockdown lads are very forgiving. 
Sharon’s Banana Bread appeared.
Again, I was bringing up the rear and 
under pressure. 
Why do I do this to myself?
Finally, bananas were acquired by send-
ing a foot soldier on a carefully planned 
ninja reccie mission, and I quick-cheat 
ripened them.
Sharry shared the hand-written banana 
bread recipe sufficient for a loaf and muf-
fins! The men were elated at the volumes! 
Variations were dreamed up, shmeered in 
Nutella and Caramel, fresh sliced banana 
and of course the old favourite staple, 
salted butter, heaving with cholesterol. 
My self-imposed failure monster had been 
beaten into submission once again.
Cue Disaster. 
Jenine declared that she had stopped 
baking. Our knowledge supply was cut off.
I panicked. Sharon and I secretly plotted 
how we were going to coax our Mentor 
back into the fray.
But with Easter weekend coming up, as 
well as Tobie’s milestone birthday, we 

knew we could count on those motivations 
to overcome any calorie or carb counting.
Hoooooray!
Hot Cross Buns suddenly appeared from 
Jenine.
This is a full day escapade. Feeling weak 
from lack of nicotine and rationed bub-
bly, I found facing this far too challeng-
ing. It was a bun too far. I knew I couldn’t 
compete on this level. That fear of failure 
monster began to grow again. I needed 
a plan to dial it back somehow. Sharon 
gracefully bowed out of the Hot Cross 
Challenge thankfully, so I did too.
But I wanted more. It had become addic-
tive. Insomniac hours were spent obsess-
ing over the now widespread Banana 
Bread trend taking over social media. 
But, if I was to avert another Hot Cross 
Bun skills test crisis, I needed to play it 
smaller, much smaller. I’ve been known 
to serve a Blue Cheese Ice Cream on 
Glazed Fig Crumble with a Black Pep-
per Tuille, on occasion. Not a hit with the 
masses. There was no place for this kind 
of crazy creative concoction if I was to 
avoid exposure of a lack of confectionery 
skill.
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It was 3am when I remembered a 
nostalgic throwback to high school. A 
no-bake baking beauty.
And so, my Throwback No-Bake Oat, 
Cocoa, Peanut Butter Cookies again 
had their glory moment! These are a 
figure friendly, pre-workout, healthy yet 
delicious energy boost. Just add a shot 
of espresso on the side.
Sharon and Jenine were transported 
back to days gone by...
Each executed this simplicity adding 
their own chutzpah! Think post toasties 
and the like.
With the failure fear successfully quelled 
for a moment, I, like Cyril, moved the 
lockdown blinkers down that I had 
comfortingly clung to. What emerged 
while I was busy slaying dragons, was 
a whole new world of baking brethren 
and bosom belles’ talent from within our 
Club family!
StevieJ birthed Portuguese Custard 
Tarts with a Jamie-esque cinnamon 
infused swirl pastry base! There were 
Dark Chocolate Chip surprise centre 
Coffee Easter Muffins, Slapdeug Pie 
Pastry, and an Upside Down Banana 

Bread Pudding!
Sonya Bennet shared her now infamous 
Chilli Bites and a 50 year old, hand 
written Chocolate Cake family recipe 
secretly it slid into my DM’s - cementing 
a beautiful bond of warrior womanhood 
now passed down from generations 
gone before. What a privilege!
Viqui and Peter continued their culinary 
craft at Bistro 15 on Cotswold with a to-
die-for Choc Fudge Cake and the MOST 
incredible Hybrid North Lancashire/
Yorkshire Puddings I’ve ever had the 
pleasure to witness - incorporating a 
savoury serving as well as a Raspberry 
Jam and Cream Pud offering. Fresh 
baked rolls and Trammezini were seem-
ingly abundant too!
Karen produced a Carrot Cake Creation 
- an Oumas recipe that she bought with 
her own 2 hands.
The Baker-Smith’s were living up to their 
double barreled ancestral namesakes 
too. Brad perfected Cheesy Bread, Sexy 
Scones and his pièce de résistance, 
Drol Cupcakes. He had also seemingly 
secretly joined our challenges while I 
was preoccupied with healing my baking 
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baggage, and has since created Jenine’s 
Savoury Ham, Bacon, Olive Cheese Bread 
with aplomb. 
I’ve been on the receiving end of Brad’s 
culinary talents before - his performance is in 
fact, no surprise. 
The surprise in this lockdown love duo is 
Wifey Heloise. What a blast to be witness 
to her transformation! This wonder woman 
does not domestic. She imbibes bubbles, she 
shimmers and glitters and balances herself 
with a passionate execution of career accom-
plishments.
This phenom was banned from baking at a 
point. I was gutted. Then she was allowed 
to re-emerge to save the presentation of 
the other half of the Drol Cupcakes. Thank 
goodness for that! Peppermint Caramel 
Tart, Lethal Brownies and Cheesecake have 
sprung forth from her hands, albeit under 
strict supervision. 
I never thought I would see the day! I am 
seeing Brad through completely new lock-
down eyes...this is a man that can achieve 
the impossible. I have saved a pic of Heloise, 
apron adorned, no bubbly to be seen, BARE-
FOOT in the kitchen! I plan to frame it and 
present it to Brad as a prize.

Zelda is another transformed blow-your-mind 
baker. This is my ride-or-die chick and has 
been since long before the turn the century. 
She’s been transforming, secretly, since 
before lockdown. 
Zelda’s “cannot cook”, and “useless in the 
kitchen”, eating “fake chips and popcorn” for 
dinners reputation aside. Her talents have 
been exposed. The ruse is over. The farce 
has fallen. 
I’ve witnessed first hand, albeit over What-
sApp video call, Rockabilly themed marzipan 
enrobed Petit Fours and a Meringue inspired 
Crocombouche! Seriously. 
Robert and Elsabè have continued their lead-
ing love of all culinary adventures, always 
readily shared with me. We are after all, 
foodie fanatical firm friends. They have cham-
pioned a chocolate fondant, with an oozability 
rating that is off the charts!
Anthony Stone has been ever so slightly 
distracted from fracking frenzies and focused 
himself on securing a homemade sourdough 
supply second to none. He has a secret 
to that though. The fantastically fabulous 
Keyoma! Together they have also created 
a ‘Tree of Life’ muffin that is so moist and 
organically delicious it’s now renowned as a 
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winning formulation. 
At time of going to press, we are in the 
midst of a Choc Chip Cookie challenge 
that will ruin your life! They are the 
worst ever (for your waistline).
Between us, we have also concocted 
and shared Tequila Jello Breakfast 
Punch Shots, OTT Brownies, Bread n 
Butter Hot Cross Bun Pudding, Lemon 
Raspberry Cake for which Sharon sac-
rificed some of her Gin Berries, Apple 
Caramel Tray Bake that behaves like 
Malva Pudding and takes 20 minutes to 
chuck together! This is another “before 
work” adventure🤤
A host of Cookies have been con-
sumed:
Lemon Burst Crinkle 
Peanut Butter
Old school Custard Powder
For the savoury slaves amongst us we 
have lovingly and liberally learned about
Savoury Scones, had Pizza Base Tu-
torials, utilising yeast, a first for some. 
Chilli Jam has blipped and bubbled and 
of course Jenine’s next level Bacon, 
Ham, Cheese Stuffed Savoury Bread.
I would certainly not have made it this 

far on our lockdown induced culinary 
road trip without the wanton sharing of 
flop-proof recipe’s and Sharon’s emo-
tional support. Jenine mentoring us has 
given new meaning 🤤.
I miss our physical Club immensely. 
I miss the braaap, bubbly, chats and 
hugs that our coming together provides.
I’m saving my last bottle of bubbles, 
with tears in my eyes, for the night 
before we hit level 3 one day, to cheers 
to us!
At least we now have a fall back.
We’re a baking club, with a bike prob-
lem. 
They see me rollin’. 
Piece of Cake Out.

Heather

0724896320

LADIES REPRESENTATIvE
HEATHER DIckIE-cLARkE

  thelashwarrior@gmail.com



AprIl rIdE 2020
You just know that it’s a 
beautiful day for riding 
when you step outside 
and see the sun shining, 
there is only a very gentle 
breeze to keep you cool, 
the ocean is sparkling and 
at 9am its 20 degrees with 
a promised high of 26. 
April is truly the best riding 
month of the year in Cape 
Town. I had planned this 
ride as a mystery ride and 
as luck would have it how 
mysterious it turned out to 
be. To ensure everyone 
knew where to start we sent 
out the coordinates of our 
meeting spot together with 
a few simple instructions 
a day in advance. This 
resulted in a superbly 
timed and choreographed, 
social distancing compliant, 
rolling start to our ride. As 
no one knew where we 
were going everyone was 

comfortable to ride along 
at 120 km/h heading north. 
With so little other traffic 
on the roads I almost felt 
as if I was riding through 
the Klein Karoo on the way 
to the Buff (later this year 
we hope). As we were in 
no particular hurry we took 
the back roads as far as 
possible and this led us up 
Du Toits Kloof Pass with its 
truly awesome vista’s and 
brought us to our first stop 
at the Trout Farm.  As if by 
magic and hidden under an 
invisibility blanket we were 
able to dismount our rides, 
put on our face masks and 
walked over (in singles or 
co-habiting couples) to the 
awaiting refrigerating van 
to collect a much needed, 
and appropriately sani-
tized, icy beverage. This 
level of pre-planning before 
lockdown allowed several 

members to get a much a 
needed fix since running out 
after three weeks… Feeling 
refreshed and conscious 
that our invisibility might be 
penetrated by the thought 
police we set off to meet our 
“Four Cousins” in Robert-
son. These fine fellows had 
volunteered to stand by the 
roadside, down by the river 
and ply us with homemade 
treats and drinks almost as 
if we were participants run-
ning the recently cancelled 
Two Ocean ultra-marathon. 
Their families were cheer-
ing us on as we roared 
away to find a shady tree 
to sit under and chill for 20 
minutes. Our route to our 
next mystery stop was via 
Aan De Doorns and Vil-
liersdorp, turning right at 
Theewaterskloof dam and 
having the a brilliant ride 
over the Franschhoek Pass 
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into the now almost deserted 
town below. I could almost 
hear the silent rumblings 
under the thunder of the bikes 
behind me “when the hell are 
we going to stop?”. A few kilos 
outside of town I stopped at 
my mate Joe’s place, found 
the gate key under the rock 
he said it would be under and 
proceeded to open the gates 
to his brewery. Parking our 
bikes at 2.5m intervals on the 
grassy knoll and strategically 
placing Brad Baker at one end 
and Brett Rowlands at the oth-
er to provide excellent musical 
support we patiently and in 
an orderly manner queued in 
front of well-placed “vats with 
taps” of Belgium Lager, Apple 
Cider, G&T’s and freshly 
brewed coffee. It was so 
relaxing that one almost felt at 
home and I was even able to 
share a stogie, at a respect-
able distance, with Charlie to 

round it all off. As they say in 
the classics, all good things 
must come to an end and so it 
came to pass on this day too. 
For the final part of the jour-
ney we set off and rode via 
the Helshoogte Pass through 
the Stellenbosch winelands 
and home. Thanks to Deon 
my faithful and your new Vice 
Road Captain for sweeping 
at the back of the pack and 
to all those who contributed 
with photos for posterity, the 
ex-Chairs and our older mem-
bers who haven’t ridden with 
us for while. It was difficult to 
judge just how many mem-
bers joined us on the ride but 
by all accounts it was almost 
everyone.

See you all soon again

Robert

Your Road Captain  
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Naan

2 ingredient Naan Breads 
(Makes 4)

Ingredients:
1 cup flour, 
1/2 (half) cup plain yoghurt
Method:
Mix by hand in medium bowl until well combined 
Flour surface well, turn out dough  Divide dough into 4
Roll out each division and dry fry in pan, about 3 minutes per side 
until it browns and blisters nicely
Brush with melted butter or garlic butter
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Pizza dough
Flour* divided into 2cups, plus maybe 1/3 more.
1 packet instant yeast (2 1/4 teaspoon)
1 1/2 teaspoons sugar
3/4 teaspoon salt
2 Tablespoons olive oil + additional
3/4 cup warm water**
Instructions
Combine 1 cup (125g) of flour, instant yeast, sugar, and salt in a large 
bowl. If desired, add garlic spice powder at this point as well.
Add olive oil and warm water and use a wooden spoon to stir well very 
well.
Gradually add another 1 cup (125g) of flour. 
Add any additional flour as needed (I’ve found that sometimes I need as 
much as an additional 1/3 cup), stirring until the dough is forming into a 
cohesive, elastic ball and is beginning to pull away from the sides of the 
bowl. If necessary, rather use your hands in a kneading manner to bring it 
together. 
The dough will still be slightly sticky but still should be manageable with 
your hands.
Drizzle a separate, large, clean bowl generously with olive oil and use a 
pastry brush to brush up the sides of the bowl.
Lightly dust your hands with flour and form your pizza dough into a round 
ball and transfer to your olive oil-brushed bowl. Use your hands to roll the 
pizza dough along the inside of the bowl until it is coated in olive oil, then 
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cover the bowl tightly with plastic wrap and place it in a warm place.
Allow dough to rise for 30 minutes or until doubled in size. 
I recommend preheating your oven to 215C at this point so that it will have 
reached temperature once your pizza is ready to bake.
Once the dough has risen, use your hands to gently deflate it and transfer to a 
lightly floured surface and knead briefly until smooth (about 3-5 times). 
Use either your hands or a rolling pin to work the dough into 12” circle.
Transfer dough to a parchment paper lined oven tray and either pinch the edges 
or fold them over to form a crust.
Drizzle additional olive oil (about a Tablespoon) over the top of the pizza and use 
your pastry brush to brush the entire surface of the pizza (including the crust) 
with olive oil. 
Use a fork to poke holes all over the center of the pizza to keep the dough from 
bubbling up in the oven.
Add desired toppings and bake in a 215C preheated oven for 13-15 minutes or 
until toppings are golden brown.  Slice and serve.
Notes
*I’ve found that cake flour yields a softer crust while bread flour gives a slightly 
crispier exterior.
**Ideally your water should be between 105-115F (40-46C). I usually just use 
warm tap water but make sure that your water isn’t too hot or it will kill your 
yeast!



 locKdowN rEcIpES  
Throwback No-Bake Oat, Cocoa, Peanut Butter Cookies 
Ingredients:
3 tablespoons cocoa powder
1 cup white sugar/xylitol 
1/2 cup milk/almond milk - no more!
1/2 cup butter/coconut oil
3 cups Jungle oats
1/2 cup peanut butter - sugar free, smooth or crunchy 🤤
1 teaspoon vanilla eessence 
Method:
1. In a medium saucepan, bring the cocoa, xylitol, milk and butter/coconut oil to a 
boil over medium heat. It’s important to bring these to a boil verrrrry slowly. Once 
they reach a rolling boil, boil for 60 seconds. Use a timer!
2. Pull the saucepan off the heat after boiling. Add in the peanut butter, vanilla 
then the oats. Mix well.
3. Allow the mixture to cool for 1 minute and then drop by teaspoonfuls onto wax 
paper. Once cookies are placed on wax paper, allow them to cool until hardened. 
About 2/3 hours. I flip them over after an hour so the underneath sets. 
4. Enjoy! They are SO easy and SO yummy.
Note:
Humidity plays a role here. Add more oats or some Sharon flair with post toasties 
thrown in the mix for some welcome crunch. The fridge, overnight, may be your 
new best ally.
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bIrthdAyS IN MAyFirst name Surname Day
ERNIE AYLWARD 1
LEN PEARS 1
ROD CARR 1
ROBERT HALES 3
MAURICE MARIOTTI 4
ERIK HALLWACHS 4
LESLIE ASPELING 9
FIONA ROUCHOS 18
MARC SCHOEMAN 22
JUNO KING 22
ANTONIO AFONSO 25
BRETT ROWLANDS 31
MARTHIE VISSER 31
CLAUS BRUMMER 31

MAY BIRTHDAYS



vIvId MEMorIES
Arriving back home after a Sun-
day club ride leaves you with a 
feeling of - Yeoman!! That was 
a great ride we should do that 
again soon. Soon as in next 
month. No sooner as the follow-
ing week planning starts find-
ing a new venue, searching for 
the least travel roads for a club 
with so much history is not an 
easy feat. Will it be a short ride, 
are we doing a long ride with a 
customary drink stop, which way 
is the best route and above all 
what is the weather going to do? 
This is what is milling in your 
head. Then expectations of top-
ping the previous month’s ride 
from the members always exist. 
Listening to feedback from the 
previous month’s ride and sug-
gestions from members where 

we should possibly go always 
makes choosing the next venue 
a lot easier but I can assure 
you this does not happen often 
and now this is what makes the 
Road Captain’s task easily the 
most difficult of all commit-
tee members. Finding the venue 
is one thing, finding a venue 
that does not want a deposit is 
another thing, and then the BIG 
question of how many of you are 
coming must be one of the most 
challenging answers to come up 
with, what event took place on 
the Saturday night before Club 
Ride ( party, rugby, potjiekos 
competition ) only to mention a 
few. Final numbers are usually 
given through on a Thursday af-
ter the Wednesday Club Meet-
ing and again on that Sunday 
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morning after our drink stop. 
Now its negotiation time for the 
menu, something that will cater 
to all the needs of the members 
and then, of course, you need 
a drink special - whether it be 
wine, or beer, or even a spirit at 
a better price than normal then 
everyone is happy. The one thing 
that still amazes me most, that 
the cost of a meal should not be 
more than R100 bucks as this is 
seen as good value but then you 
can drink R200 worth of booze, 
obviously, the liquid refreshments 
remain high on the priority list. 
All of the above takes place 1 to 
2 weeks before the actual ride 
and this is the great part of being 
the road captains as we get to do 
the route twice, looking at all the 
possible roads to be taken, stop-

ping at the drink stop venue and 
remembering that our liquor laws 
only allow selling of alcohol after 
11h00 so no good getting there 
at 10h30 and then chatting to the 
owners of these establishments 
confirming our intentions for the 
Sunday in question and what 
time we will get there and if they 
maybe had 11 o clock specials 
for thirsty riders? We still had to 
be disappointed. This sets us off 
to the lunch venue via the se-
lected route and often there are 
a deviation or bad road condi-
tions we rather would avoid, 
choosing another route and 
above all getting to ride and ap-
preciate this beautiful country of 
ours on roads less traveled. Get-
ting to the lunch stop is always 
great, great to meet the people 
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in person that you negotiated 
with on the phone and we are 
always welcomed with open 
arms testing the menu options 
have a few cold ones and then 
eventually head back whenever 
we want.  I must also mention 
from time to time that we have 
no idea where we will be going 
and then we head off in a gen-
eral direction and explore - stop-
ping at new places until we get a 
place that has the right feel and 
atmosphere for a great lunch 
get together. The enjoyment and 
comments from most members 
once you arrived at the destina-
tion and after lunch saying that 
was lekka ride, great road, and 
beautiful scenery, awesome 
venue, and great meal make us 
road captains proud and giv-

ing us inspiration for finding the 
next best ride for the following 
month.  All of the above is only 
possible because of You, the ac-
tive Riding member, riding with 
the best club in the world “ The 
Club of Cape Town “    

Safety First - It’s not a Race!

MEMORIES FOREVER 

Dave  



froM thE  
chAIrMAN

Hello All, certainly not the ideal 
start to my Chairman’s year that 
I had envisioned. When I wrote 
my note for the April Digital 
edition of the Club Magazine, 
I had a faint hope that it would 
somehow be possible for us to 
meet for our May meeting with 
it being some 3 weeks after the 
prescribed 17th April 2020 Lock-
down ending. Well that hope 
was shot to tatters when on the 
9th April before the Lockdown 
had even run its course; it was 
extended to the 30th April. We 
have subsequently learnt that 
the end of the Lockdown is con-
ditional to various levels as we 
are “phased” out of Lockdown 
and the Economy is “phased” 
back into operation. Tough times 
in every conceivable manner 
than ever imagined. One can’t 

help in the face of mounting 
evidence globally, that this 
whole unprecedented situation 
has more to it than a virus that 
has come nowhere close to the 
feared numbers. The cost to the 
World’s economy is catastrophic 
and many more people than 
the victims of this Pandemic will 
suffer harshly as a result of their 
financial situation caused by it 
and possibly die as a result. It 
will be interesting to look back 
at this in hindsight and see who 
was behind it all and why? One 
thing is for sure that there will 
not be a single one of us unaf-
fected by it going forward and 
the world we knew at the start of 
2020 will be very different to the 
world we will then know at the 
end of it. One would never think 
that things we took for granted 
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like being able to ride our bikes where and 
when we wanted to, take our dogs for a walk 
on the beach, go to the shops or your favourite 
pub or restaurant could be snapped away from 
you with less than a week’s notice and then 
given back to you as and when the authorities 
deem it good for you in a most haphazard and 
illogical manner. Imagine having a thriving little 
Pub, Restaurant, Guest House or even Travel 
business snatched away from you and you face 
closure and the possible loss of everything you 
own due to not fault on your part. What a cruel 
act of fate. Is this Lockdown worth it’s unfortu-
nate consequences? It’s a question we will all 
ask for a very long time going forward. From a 
Club perspective, you will have all been briefed 
on our update posted late last week, so I will 
not repeat myself. What I can say from a per-
sonal perspective from both Tracy and myself is 
that we did not realise exactly what a huge role 
the Club plays in our lives. How much we do 
with the Club both in terms of rides and meeting 

not to mention the socialising we do with mem-
bers outside of Club activity was never thought 
of. Without out us really knowing it, our whole 
social lives basically revolves around our Club 
and we have missed you all terribly. We cannot 
wait to be able to see you all again and to ride 
together again. I have managed a few rides 
doing my job but it fails miserably compared to 
a ride with your mates ending with a beer or a 
glass of wine and the friendly banter that goes 
with it. The Club of Cape Town has a definite 
energy made up of the incredible people to 
make it up and it is a Club I can guarantee will 
could never be replicated again. There is a kind 
of magic amongst the members built over many 
years that cannot be fathomed nor explained. 
It’s a home from home for many of us. We are 
incredibly grateful to be able to be a part of it 
and to share the experience of it. We can only 
hope that sanity will prevail and that we will all 
be able to meet for our June meeting. We also 
live in hope that our Winter Overnighter in July 
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will still take place. They remain closed so we cannot get clarity 
but as soon as we do we will begin the final planning and open the 
bookings. Till we meet again hopefully with a beer or a glass of 
wine to hand, please stay safe and sane. As Phil was prone to do-
ing I will end with some Lyrics to a Bob Dylan song…… 

‘How many ears must one person have before he can hear people 
cry?

Have many deaths will it take till he knows that too many people 
have died?

The answer my friends is blowing in the wind, the answers are 
blowing in the wind”

Rich
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